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Abstract 

Decisions made using big data, impact ethical issues like privacy, security, ownership, and decision 
making.  In addition, those same decisions can have a positive or negative social impact.  This paper 
proposes a framework that explains how decisions made using big data impact ethics and social 
impact theory. A broad literature review explored how big data and ethics can have a social impact 
on society. The proposed framework of big data, ethics and social impact is illustrated through three 
examples.  Insurance companies manipulate big data to impact sales.  The Center for Disease Control 
examines big data to determine the location of the next outbreak.  Companies analyze big data in 
predictive analytics to increase marketing or determine a new trend. It was found that these uses of 
big data directly affect ethics which has a positive or negative social impact.  Simple decisions can 
change the outcome for one or millions. 

1. Introduction 

Big data is a disruptive technology where it changes an existing industry or starts something 
completely new (Wessell, 2016). Big data is found in many industries like finance, education, 
government, and even retail.  (Disruptive Technology Reconsidered: A Critique and Research Agenda, 
2004).  There are many types of big data which include mobile, pictures, social media, video, machine 
generated and audio. These new types of media will make up 85% of data sources for big data 
consistently increasing the size of the big data cache (Bearden, 2014).  Within the past ten years, 
ethical problems associated with big data have increased. Big data affects the ethical principles of 
privacy, security, ownership, and decision making. Many organizations use the results from big data 
analytics to make major decisions. Those decisions directly influence ethics and in turn, play a role in 
the social impact of its outcomes.  This paper proposes a framework that explains how big data, 
ethics and social impact theory are interrelated. 

2. Big data and ethics 

There is a rapidly growing volume of literature that combines big data and ethics. Between 2001 
to 2016 big data usage has increased along with the instances of actual and perceived ethical 
violations. Ethical themes evolved including privacy, security, ownership, and decision making. 
According to Zwitter (2014), industry is moving towards “changes in how ethics has to be perceived 
away from individual decisions with specific and knowledgeable outcomes towards actions by many 
unaware that they may have taken actions with unintended consequences for anyone”. There are 
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four themes that have emerged in relation to ethics and big data:  privacy, security, ownership, and 
evidence-based decision making.  

Privacy is the non-disclosure of personal information to the public (Davis, 2016). Big data can 
contain private information that might be exposed unintentionally or intentionally.  States normally 
develop their own privacy requirements which echo federal laws (Thorpe & Gray, 2015). Normally 
data should be de-identified to protect it.  Since so many people are connected through a variety of 
data networks, the ability to generate and share data increases daily (Tene & Polonetsky, 2013). 
There are situations where consent is not possible. “Protecting privacy will become harder as 
information is multiplied and shared ever more widely among multiple parties around the world. As 
more information regarding individuals’ health, financials, location, electricity use, and online activity 
percolates, concerns arise regarding profiling, tracking, discrimination, exclusion, government 
surveillance and loss of control” (Tene & Polonetsky, 2013, pg. 2).  

Security is designed to protect data from others who do not have access permission. As more data 
is produced, there are more opportunities for data breaches. The various software servers and 
locations are vulnerable to hacking because many processors are located outside the jurisdiction of 
the company that requested the information (Thorpe & Gray, 2015). The overwhelming amount of 
big data makes it hard to protect and the protections are not always sufficient. The lack of protection 
for data is a violation of ethics because it affects more than just security. The public wants to feel 
confident their data is protected and secure. 

Data ownership is a feeling of control but most people do not own their data, they think they do.  
Big data is harvested from a variety of locations and organizations that receive the data assume it 
has been responsibly acquired.  Just because the form has an opt-in or opt-out checkbox does not 
mean it will be respected.  The individual does not own the data. It is just a mere pit stop before 
hitting the superhighway of data transmission known as big data.  

Organizations use data to make decisions about populations regarding what they should receive 
or not receive.  Many times, algorithms are used to determine needs but at the same time these 
decisions can affect a population because personalization is removed.  Predictive analysis, making 
decisions based on a set of parameters, is common but are these decisions appropriate?  “The 
wealthy and well-educated will get the fast track; the poor and underprivileged will have the deck 
stacked against them even more so than before” (Tene & Polonetsky, 2013, p. 254).  Decisions based 
solely on numbers can be problematic and lead to discriminatory practices by ignoring the personal 
aspects of the data. 

Ethics and big data are intertwined and in combination they have a social impact.  New ethics 
rules are starting to emerge that will help organizations and individuals with responsible use of big 
data, however, there are social consequences that are evidenced in social impact theory. 

3. Big data and social impact 

Big Data can be used to help address various social problems related to societal issues such as 
hunger, disease, poverty, and social inequity. Social problems are often what are called “wicked” 
problems (Ritchey 2011). Not only are they messier, but they are also more dynamic and complex 
than technical or business problems as the number of stakeholders involved is high. While nonprofits 
and government agencies may take part in resolving social problems, collaboration and data sharing 
is often the exception rather than the norm. During social crises, the data collected may not be 
effectively integrated to serve all effected constituents immediately. The majority of big data used 
in the context of social crises and disasters is called big crisis data (Castillo 2016). The data driven 
decision making resulting from the analysis of big data can result in far reaching societal impacts.  

Social impact is a nebulous concept that over the years has been conceptualized in multiple ways 
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(Epstein et al 2014). A popular definition of social impact presented by Clark et al. (2004) is a portion 
of the total outcome that happened as a result of a decision or activity of an organization, above and 
beyond what would have happened anyway. Positive social impacts resulting from big data insights 
can range from ‘better health, greater financial inclusion, and a population that is more engaged with 
and better supported by its government.’ (LaValle et al 2011).  

While the vast quantity of data gathered during a crisis can be very useful if subjected to instant 
analysis and recommendations to enable effective responses, it can also be paralyzing as most 
humanitarian organizations lack the infrastructure and the capability to conduct big data analysis. In 
addition to the large quantity of data collected, big data analyzed to create a positive social impact 
suffers from authenticity issues. Misinformation and disinformation generated on social disasters 
can influence analysis and recommendations from big data. Digital humanitarianism suffers from the 
collection of disingenuous data but also reveals the power of data by giving organizations the ability 
to create solutions for social problems that were previously not viable.  

In addition, large historic data sets could lead to false confidence in predicted outcomes that may 
result in significant errors (Ganore 2012). Individual agendas of corporations or governments could 
lead to manipulated findings that in turn suggest the use of skewed recommendations for the selfish 
benefits of a few. Social impact theory provides a lens to consider how big data insights could lead 
to positive or negative social impacts and the ethics behind it.  

4. Social impact theory 

Social impact theory was created by Bibb Latané in 1981 at Ohio State University.  This theory was 
defined as “any of the great variety of changes in psychological states and subjective feelings, 
motives and emotions, cognitions and beliefs, values and behaviors, that occur in an individual, 
human or animal, because of the real, implied, or imagined presence or actions of other individuals” 
(Latané, 1981, p. 343).  The theory uses mathematic equations to determine the various levels of 
social impact based on the situation.   

The social influence that is predicted will have a proportional multiplicative influence and the 
number of people involved in the social influence will have an inverse proportional influence on the 
number of people influenced (Latané,1981).  People’s actions affect others in social situations and 
the impact of their actions can be measured visually along with measures that include three laws: 
social forces, psychosocial law, and multiplication/division of impact (Table 1).   

 
Table 1.  Social Impact Theory 

Social Force  Strength of the message 
 Immediacy 
 Number of people/target influence 

Psychosocial Law  First source influence most important 
Multiplication/Division of Impact  Smaller impact less dispersion 

 Larger impact more dispersion 
(Latané, 1981) 

Social force is a pressure that is put on people to change their behavior. The concept of social 
force is divided into three sections:  strength of the message, immediacy, and numbers of people 
exerting force on a group (social force = f(S*I*N)) (Latané, 1981). The strength of the message is 
based on the level of power and influence perceived by the target.  Immediacy concerns how recent 
the event occurred and if there were other factors involved. Number of people includes the total 
number of influencers on the target. Psychosocial law explains that the first source of influence is 
the most potent.  Multiplications/divisions of impact emphasize that the force directed at one person 
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will have a large impact and if there are two or more people the impact splits proportionally (two 
people = impact split in half).  This theory along with big data and ethics is applied to a conceptual 
framework that describes social impact based on decisions that use big data. 

5. Big data, ethics, and social impact  

Decisions using big data affect ethics and social situations.  It is important to consider how and 
who is affected by decisions.  Does the decision affect the public, is it detrimental, is it beneficial and 
does it create group dynamics?  We propose that the use of big data has a direct effect on social 
impacts and ethics.  The big data, social impact, and ethics conceptual framework are explained and 
represented in Figure 1.  An organization gathers big data from sources.  The big data is then 
delivered to a group or individual which processes the data by absorbing the data. That big data has 
an influence on the group or individual which can be positive or negative.  Once the influence is 
determined, social impact is assessed.  The level of social force, psychosocial law and 
multiplication/division of impact is assessed to determine the social impact.  The level of social 
impact is directly compared to ethics to determine if the social impact was ethical and its end effect 
on society.  

Depending on how big data is used, it could create fear or euphoria.  The fear or euphoria can be 
used to initiate obedience and a need for immediate action.  The action can either grow or reduce 
the number of people involved and be responsible for behavioral changes in the affected groups.  
The impact of the behavioral changes applied directly affects the social impact and ethics of the 
situation.  The big data, social impact, and ethics framework conceptual model will be applied to 
show how these concepts are related. 

 

Figure 1.  Big data, social impact, and ethics conceptual framework 
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6. Application of big data, social impact, and ethics 

Big data is powerful and unpredictable.  Important trends and new connections can be discovered 
when evaluating big data.  In combination with predictive analysis, big data is an important tool for 
discovering new trends, new products and preventing disease.  However, one must be careful when 
using big data because of ethical implications and their social impact. It is important to use big data 
responsibly. Three applications of big data, ethics and social impact are summarized next.   

Insurance companies use tornado data to predict the likelihood of recurring storms in the same 
location.  The data generated from the National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) 
tracks various weather incidents throughout the United States.  Moore, Oklahoma is a hotspot for 
tornadic activity.  Moore has been impacted by ten tornadoes from 1998 to 2015. Since the city is in 
tornado alley, it is vulnerable to repeat incidents.  Insurance companies determined that since Moore 
was a likely target, it was important to explain the need for homeowner’s insurance coverage for 
protection from a potential tornado.  The direct impact of the big data helped insurance companies 
deliver a message of safety, importance, and vigilance (Palmer, 2013).  The insurance companies 
decreased cases of fraud, enhanced security and encouraged the community to help rebuild, make 
donations, and provide emotional support to the victims of the latest tornado. Their consumers were 
prepared for the next tornado. Social impact theory was applied through social forces (the significant 
influence of the insurance company), immediacy (the past tornadoes occurred in Moore) and the 
multiplication/division of influence (many people were informed of the insurance companies 
warnings). Their direct influence on groups of people made the community come together and help 
each other even more than before (Palmer, 2013).  The ethically social impact was positive because 
the perspective of insurance companies, in this case, was changed from negative to positive.  

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) use big data to predict the spread of the flu.  The review of 
data determines where the next outbreak might occur.  These predictions can help doctors prepare 
for the flu outbreak and in addition encourage individuals to get flu shots for preventative measures.  
The use of big data, in this case, saves lives. Social impact theory was applied through social forces 
(the CDC had a significant influence on the community), immediacy (the importance of the flu 
epidemic) and the multiplication/division of influence (impact of many people who could be affected 
by the flu).  The CDC has a strong influence over the public, therefore any messages delivered by the 
organization are impactful and important.  Decreasing the spread of disease is ethical and necessary 
(Silva, 2006).  It is vitally important to maintain the public’s trust, especially when lives are at stake.  

Big data is used to recommend products to consumers through predictive analysis.  However, 
companies should be careful when recommending a product due to sensitivity and ethical problems.  
An e-cigarette company can have a strong influence on the consumer (Zhu, et al., 2014).  The e-
cigarette company can make recommendations that are both positive and negative, potentially 
creating an ethical dilemma.  For example, big data has been used to determine if smokers might be 
interested in e-cigarettes.  Unfortunately, smoking has caused many deaths (Center for Disease 
Control, 2016).  However, the e-cigarette companies see e-cigarettes as a safer alternative for their 
customers. Social impact theory was applied through social forces (the e-cigarette companies have 
a strong influence on the existing smoking customer base), immediacy (a brand-new product was 
introduced as an alternative to tobacco cigarettes) and multiplication/division of influence (the 
information was shared with a large customer base who influenced each other to purchase a new 
product). Due to the strong influence of the company, people made the change and in some cases, 
the consumers convinced others to change based on the message from the company. In this case, 
the promotion of negative behavior in a positive light is questionable and depending on the audience, 
violates ethical principles.   
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7. Conclusion 

Big data usage has increased and we should watch for ethics violations and negative social 
impacts.  This article examined how big data, ethics and social impact are interrelated using a 
conceptual model.  It is important that organizations be respective when using big data to make 
decisions because it directly impacts individuals and society.  The framework was supported through 
three different examples that indicated big data can be used to manipulate ethics and social impact.  
Organizations must make the right decisions, honor established ethical principles, and make positive 
social impacts. A simple decision is enough to change the outcome for thousands, even millions.   

8.  Future Work 

Further examination of the Big Data, Ethics, and Social Impact Framework is needed to determine 
the exact impact.  The next step is to evaluate the validity of the big data, ethics, and social impact 
framework through semi-structured interviews with data analytics managers and consumers along 
with empirical survey research which will statistically validate the conceptual model.  
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